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.EWS CULTURES SECURITY AND 
TRANSNATIONAL BELONGING
#ROSSGENERATIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
AMONG "RITISH 0AKISTANI WOMEN
3ADAF 2IZVI
/XFORD 5NIVERSITY
@ARSQ@BS   -USLIM WOMEN HAVE OFTEN BEEN STEREOTYPED AS BEING TRAPPED 
IN AN OPPRESSIVE AND PATRIARCHAL SYSTEM THAT NEITHER PROVIDES FREEDOM 
OF EXPRESSION NOR DEVELOPS THEIR FULL POTENTIAL 4HIS STUDY ADDRESSES SUCH 
@MISCONCEPTIONS HIGHLIGHTING THE ABILITY OF "RITISH -USLIM WOMEN TO CON
STRUCT THEIR RELIGIOUS NATIONAL AND GENDER IDENTITIES BY ENGAGING IN LIVELY 
DEBATES AND QUESTIONING WHAT APPEARS TO BE UNJUST $OMINANT PUBLIC AND 
MEDIA DISCOURSES CURRENTLY OFTEN EQUATE -USLIMS WITH @TERRORISTS -USLIM 
WOMEN CHALLENGE THIS CONCEPTION BY PARTICIPATING IN NEWS CULTURES AND NEGO
TIATING THEIR TRANSNATIONAL CITIZENSHIP 4HIS STUDY SHOWS THAT THE RELIGIOUS AND 
POLITICAL CULTURES OF FAMILIES SHAPE WOMENS PERCEPTIONS AND EXPERIENCES OF 
SECURITY AND TRANSNATIONAL BELONGING RATHER THAN EDUCATION
JDXVNQCR   "RITISH -USLIMS GENDER INTEGRATION MEDIA MULTICULTURALISM 
NEWS CULTURE SECURITY TERRORISM TRANSNATIONALISM
)NTRODUCTION
)N RECENT DEBATE ABOUT THE SOCIAL POSITION OF -USLIM WOMEN IN DIFFERENT 
PARTS OF THE WORLD SOME ARGUE THAT THEY ARE @CARRIERS OF CULTURE AND EM
BODIMENTS OF COLLECTIVE HONOR !RCHER 	 EVEN IF THEY MIGRATE AWAY 
FROM THE PATRIARCHAL SYSTEMS OF THEIR HOME COUNTRIES 3HAW 	 AND 
MANY RESEARCHERS HIGHLIGHT )SLAMIC  TRADITIONAL AND GENDERED CUSTOMS 
UNDERPINNING OPPRESSION !FSHAR  /DEH 	 /THERS VIEW ARGU
MENTS ABOUT  THE SUBORDINATION OF WOMEN AS OVERSTATED !BU,UGHOD 
 %L'UINDI  &ERNEA 	 HIGHLIGHTING VARIATION IN WOMENS 
WAYS OF LIVING AND THINKING "ODMAN AND 4OHIDI  'HAZAL 2EAD AND 
"ARTKOWSKI  -OGHADAM 	 AND THE EXERCISE OF INDEPENDENCE IN 
DOMESTIC AS WELL AS PUBLIC DOMAINS
4HIS RESEARCH EXPLORES THE PERCEPTIONS OF A MULTIGENERATIONAL GROUP 
OF "RITISH 0AKISTANI WOMEN ABOUT SECURITY BELONGING AND INTEGRATION IN 
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"RITISH SOCIETY IN RELATION TO THE AVAILABILITY AND TAKEUP OF MULTILINGUAL 
NEWS SOURCES )T SHOWS THEM TO BE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN NEGOTIATING THEIR 
SENSE OF PLURAL AND MULTILAYERED IDENTITIES AND TRANSNATIONAL CITIZENSHIP 
BY PARTICIPATING IN DIFFERENT AVAILABLE NEWS CULTURES &AMILY DISCUSSIONS 
HELP THEM TO FORM OPINIONS ABOUT TERRORISM AND SECURITY TO CONSTRUCT OR 
CHALLENGE RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE OUTSIDE WORLD AND TO DRAW UPON RESOURCES 
NOTABLY INCLUDING )SLAM IN ORDER TO FIND THEIR OWN WAYS OF DEALING WITH 
THE PROBLEMS OF @HUMAN SECURITY %RIKSEN 	 PROMINENT SINCE  
4HE FIRST SECTION DISCUSSES THE DIFFERENT SOURCES OF MULTILINGUAL NEWS USED 
BY THE WOMEN 4HE SECOND SECTION ANALYSES HOW THEY INTERPRETED THE NEWS 
OF THE  *ULY  ,ONDON BOMBINGS 4HE THIRD SECTION EXAMINES THE IM
PLICATIONS OF TERRORISM AND ANTITERROR POLICES IN THEIR LIVES
-ETHOD
&IVE GROUP  INTERVIEWS WERE CONDUCTED WITH A  TOTAL OF  MIDDLECLASS 
0AKISTANI -USLIM WOMEN IN ,ONDON /XFORD AND 3LOUGH BETWEEN $ECEMBER 
 AND &EBRUARY  %ACH GROUP CONSISTED OF FIVE TO SIX WOMEN OF 
DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS GENERATIONS EDUCATION LEVELS AND LANGUAGES !LL 
CONSIDERED THEMSELVES TO BE PRACTISING -USLIMS -OST USED MULTILINGUAL 
AND MULTIETHNIC NEWS SOURCES "RITISH 0AKISTANI AND BEYOND	 4HEIR AGES 
RANGED FROM  TO  YEARS EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS FROM NIL TO DOCTORATE 
4HEIR ETHNIC GROUPS AND REGIONS OF 0AKISTAN INCLUDED "ALOCHISTAN 0UNJAB 
3INDH .ORTH7EST &RONTIER 0ROVINCE AND +ASHMIR 4HE INTERVIEWS WERE 
MAINLY CONDUCTED IN 5RDU AND %NGLISH BUT SOME WERE MORE COMFORT 
ABLE EXPRESSING THEMSELVES IN 0UNJABI -OST 	 WERE HOUSEWIVES OTHERS 
WERE WORKING WOMEN THREE	  STUDENTS TWO	 OR UNMARRIED AND LIVING 
WITH PARENTS TWO	 7ITH REGARD TO RESIDENCE IN "RITAIN FIVE WERE BORN AND 
BROUGHT UP IN "RITAIN SIX HAD LIVED IN "RITAIN FOR  YEARS OR MORE AND  
FOR LESS THAN  YEARS /F THESE EIGHT CAME AS MARRIAGE MIGRANTS FOUR TO 
JOIN FAMILY AND FOUR AS STUDENTS OR SPOUSES OF STUDENTS 4HE CHIEF DIFFERENCES 
LAY IN THEIR EDUCATIONAL CAPITAL REASONS FOR MIGRATION THE PROFESSION OF 
FAMILY MEMBERS AND THE PRESENCE OF POLITICALLY ACTIVE MEN IN THE FAMILY 
!LL THE PARTICIPANTS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED PSEUDONYMS
-OST HAD NEVER PARTICIPATED IN SUCH AN INTERVIEW AND SOME WERE SLIGHTLY 
NERVOUS %VEN A FEW ELDERLY WOMEN CONSIDERED THEMSELVES  @NAIVE AND 
LESS KNOWLEDGEABLE AND WERE INITIALLY HESITANT TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES IN 
FRONT OF YOUNGER OR MORE EDUCATED PARTICIPANTS -OST BECAME RELAXED BUT 
SOME REMAINED SHY (OWEVER WHEN DISCUSSION TURNED TO -USLIMS IDENTITY 
AND SECURITY THERE WAS A SUDDEN INCREASE IN PARTICIPATION AS THEY INVARIABLY 
SPOKE OF THEIR EXPERIENCES OF  THE WARS IN !FGHANISTAN AND )RAQ RIOTS 
IN 0ARIS AND THE EARTHQUAKE IN 0AKISTAN
-Y INSIDERnOUTSIDER POSITION WAS FRUITFUL !S A -USLIM 0AKISTANI ) WAS 
AN  INSIDER  THEY COULD TALK  IN  THEIR OWN LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL  FRAME 
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FOR EXAMPLE FRANKLY DISCUSSING FEELINGS OF BEING DISCRIMINATED AGAINST 
DUE TO THE @UNFAIR MEDIA IMAGE OF -USLIMS "UT ) WAS ALSO AN OUTSIDER 
AS A STUDENT LIVING IN THE 5+ AND INTENDING TO RETURN TO 0AKISTAN THEY 
CONSIDERED ME LESS KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT 5+ CULTURE AND NEEDING TO BE 
INFORMED 4HIS MADE THEM STILL MORE OPEN
$ISCUSSION
.EWS CULTURES WESTERN @APNA AND )SLAMIC MEDIA
4HE ,ONDON BOMBINGS OF  *ULY  	 WERE A SUBJECT OF GREAT CONCERN 
AND A TOPIC OF EVERYDAY DISCUSSION FOR THE PARTICIPANTS 4HEY WATCHED 46 
READ NEWSPAPERS LISTENED TO THE RADIO BROWSED THE INTERNET AND MADE TELE
PHONE CALLS WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE 5+ 4HEY FOLLOWED NEWS IN %NGLISH 
5RDU AND 0UNJABI MAINLY ON "RITISH AND 0AKISTANI 46 CHANNELS +INSHIP 
NETWORKS WERE A SIGNIFICANT SOURCE OF INFORMATION EXCHANGED BY WORD OF 
MOUTH &EARS EXPERIENCED AND SHARED WITHIN THE FAMILY COMMENTARIES BY 
HUSBANDS NEWS BROUGHT HOME BY CHILDREN INFORMATION FROM RELATIVES IN 
0AKISTAN AND ABROAD WERE FREQUENTLY REPORTED WITH CONVICTION AND CON
SIDERED TO BE TRUTH 4HE RELEVANT MEDIA FALL INTO THREE CATEGORIES WESTERN 
@APNA AND )SLAMIC
7ESTERN MEDIA
!LSO REFERRED TO AS @%NGLISH MEDIA THIS INCLUDES 46 AND RADIO CHANNELS NEWS 
PAPERS AND WEBSITES FOR EXAMPLE ""# #.. )46 %URO.EWS 2ADIO  THE 
3UN )NDEPENDENT $AILY -AIL SOME LOCAL "RITISH NEWSPAPERS AND 9AHOO 
NEWS 7ESTERN MEDIA WAS MORE POPULAR AMONG THE YOUNGER PARTICIPANTS 
STUDENTS AND THOSE WHO HAD BEEN BORN AND BROUGHT UP IN "RITAIN PARTLY 
BECAUSE THEY HAD A BETTER COMMAND OF %NGLISH 4HEY WATCHED NEWS DOCU 
MENTARIES DRAMAS MOVIES QUIZ COMPETITIONS AND TALK SHOWS WITH AND WITH 
OUT THEIR FAMILIES WHILE DOING HOUSEWORK AND DURING LEISURE TIME 7OMEN 
WITH LIMITED UNDERSTANDING OF %NGLISH REPORTED WATCHING %NGLISH CHANNELS 
ONLY WHEN FAMILY MEMBERS MORE COMFORTABLE WITH %NGLISH WATCHED THEM 
"UT FOLLOWING  MANY OF THE WOMEN WATCHED %NGLISH CHANNELS
7ESTERN MEDIA WAS REGARDED AS MORE TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED IN TERMS 
OF DETAILED AND LIVE COVERAGE AND AS CREDIBLE IN SUPPLYING NEWS ABOUT 
NATURAL DISASTERS SUCH AS THE !SIAN TSUNAMI OR THE 0AKISTAN EARTHQUAKES 4HE 
PARTICIPANTS FOUND THAT THEY WERE BETTER INFORMED ABOUT THE EARTHQUAKES 
THAN RELATIVES IN 0AKISTAN "UT ITS COVERAGE OF TERRORIST EVENTS ESPECIALLY 
THOSE CONCERNING -USLIMS WAS VIEWED AS @BIASED @UNRELIABLE AND @LEFTIST 
WORKING TO @SENSATIONALIZE THE EVENT AND @PROMOTE RACISM )T WAS PERCEIVED 
TO DOWNPLAY THE VIOLENCE PROVOKED BY NON-USLIMS PARTICULARLY WITHIN 
-USLIM COUNTRIES AND TO EXAGGERATE WHAT -USLIMS MIGHT DO IN REACTION 
TO THE TERROR THAT THEY HAVE SUFFERED FOR DECADES
(ANIFA )  THINK MOST OF  THEM x ALMOST OF ALL  THEM WERE SENSATIONALIZING 
THE EVENT
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.AIMA 9ES THATS TRUE
.AZIMA x ) DONT KNOW IF YOU WATCHED ""# x ) MEAN THEY ARE ALL ONESIDED 
AND ) DONT REALLY TRUST WHAT ) READ ON ANY OF THESE NEWSPAPERS 4HEY WOULD 
QUICKLY JUMP ON AND SAY THEY WERE !L1AIDA THEY WERE -USLIMS
3AIMA 4HEY START BLAMING -USLIMS IMMEDIATELY WITHOUT INVESTIGATION x
!SMA /BVIOUSLY THE DAY AFTER EVERYONE IS SO EMOTIONAL TO PRINT IT THE VERY 
NEXT DAY OF COURSE ITS GOING TO CREATE A LOT OF HATRED
7ESTERN SOURCES OF NEWS WERE MISTRUSTED AND SEEN AS EXACERBATING 
ANGER AND HATRED FOR -USLIMS BY PRESENTING WHAT @THEY WANTED PEOPLE TO 
HEAR ,ATER  IN  THE  INTERVIEWS  THE PARTICIPANTS DID APPRECIATE  THE FACT 
THAT SOME WESTERN SOURCES COVERED THE NEWS OF @BACKLASH OR @REPRISAL AT
TACKS "UT MOST WESTERN SOURCES WERE THOUGHT TO BE @ONESIDED AND HIGHLY 
SHAPED BY CENSORSHIP @CORRUPT POLITICIANS AND THE @POLICE WERE REGARDED 
AS MANIPULATING JOURNALISTS AND EDITORS AND HENCE CONTROLLING THE NEWS 
4HIS VIEW IS PERHAPS BASED ON THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF 0AKISTANI MEDIA 
WHERE POLITICIANS HAVE POWERFUL INFLUENCE
$ESPITE THESE CRITICISMS ALL THE WOMEN CONTINUED TO OBTAIN NEWS FROM 
THESE SOURCES REGULARLY OR OCCASIONALLY /NE SUSPECTS THAT THE EXTENT OF 
RELIANCE ON %NGLISH CHANNELS WAS MORE THAN A MATTER OF LANGUAGE 4HE 
WESTERN MEDIA FORM AN IMPORTANT LINK BETWEEN THE WOMEN THEIR "RITISH 
CITIZENSHIP AND THEIR BEING "RITISH !S "ERTHOUD ET AL  	 SUGGEST 
-USLIMS ARE CARVING OUT THEIR SPACE IN "RITAIN 7ATCHING NEWS ON "RITISH 
46 IS ABOUT KNOWING WHAT IS GOING ON IN WHAT IS NOW CONSIDERED HAMARA 
MULK @OUR OWN COUNTRY	 7ATCHING "RITISH 46 CHANNELS IS PART OF BEING 
"RITISH IN THIS CASE THE MEDIA SERVE TO CREATE OR STRENGTHEN AN EMERGING 
IDENTITY
!PNA MEDIA
@!PNA MEANS @ONES OWN OR @OUR OWN 0AKISTANI NEWS SOURCES IE 46 CHAN
NELS SUCH AS THE STATEOWNED 046 PRIVATE CHANNELS 'EO !29 !AJ AND 
POPULAR NEWSPAPERS SUCH AS $AILY *ANG AND .AWAEWAQT !LSO REFERRED 
TO AS  @5RDU MEDIA THIS BEING THE CHIEF  LANGUAGE USED	  THIS WAS MOST 
POPULAR AMONG OLDER WOMEN AND HOUSEWIVES NEWLY ARRIVED IN THE 5+ 
IE  THOSE WITH LIMITED %NGLISH	 4HEY SUBSCRIBED TO 5RDU CHANNELS TO 
WATCH DETAILED 0AKISTANI NEWS AS WELL AS DRAMAS COOKING PROGRAMMES 
MOVIES AND SPECIAL PROGRAMMES FOR THE %ID AND "ASANT FESTIVALS -ANY 
HOPED TO ENCOURAGE THEIR CHILDREN TO LEARN 5RDU MANY ALSO TRIED TO VISIT 
0AKISTAN FREQUENTLY WITH THEIR CHILDREN TO FAMILIARIZE THEM WITH 0AKISTANI 
LANGUAGE AND CULTURE	 .ARGIS 	 A HOUSEWIFE WITH FOUR CHILDREN WITH 
 YEARS OF  FORMAL EDUCATION  IN 0AKISTAN HAD  LIVED  IN 3LOUGH FOR  
YEARS 
-Y CHILDREN WATCH %NGLISH NEWS BUT WHEN ) WATCH IT WITH THEM ) CANNOT 
UNDERSTAND SOME WORDS OBVIOUSLY BECAUSE %NGLISH IS NOT MY LANGUAGE THERE
FORE ) LIKE 5RDU CHANNELS
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!S FOR NEWSPAPERS 
9ES *ANG ONLY -Y HUSBAND BRINGS  IT EVERY DAY 7E ARE READING  IT  SINCE 
BEGINNING 7E DONT FEEL THE NEED OF READING ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER x "UT 
MY CHILDREN DO NOT TAKE ANY INTEREST IN 5RDU !S THEY ARE GROWING UP THEY 
LIKE TO USE %NGLISH MORE
(ER PREFERENCE FOR 5RDU IS AGAIN MORE THAN A MATTER OF  LANGUAGE 
"RITISH 0AKISTANIS TEND TO MAINTAIN THEIR ETHNICITY AND MANY FEATURES OF 
THEIR CULTURE AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION HAVE SURVIVED FOR DECADES 3HAW 
 7ERBNER 	 2EADING THE 5RDU NEWSPAPER  @SINCE BEGINNING 
FEELING NO NEED TO READ ANY OTHER AND WANTING CHILDREN TO LEARN 5RDU ARE 
A MEANS OF RETAINING A 0AKISTANI IDENTITY .ARGIS DAUGHTER !SIYA 	 BORN 
IN 3LOUGH MADE GREATER USE OF WESTERN MEDIA 3HE EQUALLY ENJOYS WATCH
ING 5RDU CHANNELS BUT PREFERS %NGLISH CHANNELS NEWSPAPERS AND WEBSITES 
3HE USES MANY MORE NEWS SOURCES IN DIFFERENT MEDIA THAN HER MOTHER
!PNA MEDIA IS CONSIDERED LESS TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED THAN WESTERN 
MEDIA BUT IS RATED MUCH HIGHER IN TERMS OF REPRESENTING -USLIMS AND 
PORTRAYING  THE  INJUSTICES AND MISERIES  SUFFERED BY  THEM WORLDWIDE 
4HROUGH THE APNA MEDIA PEOPLE BECAME AWARE OF THE PROBLEMS FACING 
-USLIMS FROM MURDER TO UNNECESSARY CHECKS AT TRAIN STATIONS COMMENTS 
TO WOMEN ON THE STREET AND SO FORTH
!MBREEN ) THINK 0AKISTANI CHANNELS WERE FAVOURING -USLIMS 4HEY SAID THAT 
-USLIMS ARE NOW BEING TARGETED IN %NGLAND AFTER  IN THE 53
3UNDUS 9ES 0AKISTANI CHANNELS SAID THAT IT WAS NOT OUR FAULT 4HE PRESIDENT 
SAID THAT
2UMANA (E SAID THAT THE TERRORISTS WERE NOT 0AKISTANIS
"ILQUIS "ECAUSE ALL  THOSE BOYS WERE "RITISHBORN  THEY WERE  RAISED HERE 
SO THEY WERE "RITISH 4HEY HAD NO CONNECTION WITH 0AKISTAN
!PNA MEDIA WERE SEEN AS SUPPORTING AND DEFENDING -USLIMS 0RESIDENT 
-USHARRAFS SPEECH TELECAST ON 0AKISTANI CHANNELS	 DESCRIBING THE  
TERRORISTS AS "RITISH NOT 0AKISTANI WAS FELT TO HAVE HELPED A GREAT DEAL IN 
RESTORING A SENSE OF SECURITY WHICH WAS OTHERWISE SHAKEN BY THE WESTERN 
MEDIA !S WATCHING WESTERN MEDIA IS A PART OF BEING "RITISH AND WATCHING 
APNA MEDIA IS A PART OF BEING 0AKISTANI SWITCHING BETWEEN THE TWO MAY 
BE A WAY OF MANAGING AND STRIVING FOR SECURITY %RIKSEN 	
)SLAMIC MEDIA
)SLAMIC MEDIA MEANS PRINT MEDIA SUCH AS THE 5+ MONTHLY 4HE -USLIM 
.EWS AND 46 CHANNELS SUCH AS 1URAN 46 146 PART OF THE !29 NETWORK 
BROADCAST IN 5RDU AND !RABIC	 AND THE )SLAM #HANNEL 5+BASED %NGLISH
LANGUAGE	 /NE PARTICIPANT ALSO LISTENED TO +ORANIC RECITATIONS AND )SLAMIC 
TALKS ON THE RADIO 4HE TERM @)SLAMIC MEDIA IS USED IRRESPECTIVE OF LANGU 
AGE OR NATION 4HE WOMEN CLEARLY DISTINGUISHED BETWEEN CHANNELS WITH 
A PURELY RELIGIOUS CHARACTER AND DISTINCTLY 0AKISTANI CHANNELS  )SLAMIC 
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CHANNELS WERE VALUED FOR THE RELIGIOUS INFORMATION PROVIDED THROUGH TALKS 
DISCUSSIONS ON THE AHADITH SAYINGS OF THE 0ROPHET -UHAMMAD	 AND +ORANIC 
RECITATIONS 7OMEN KEPT THEIR 46S ON WHILE )SLAMIC CHANNELS PLAYED SO 
AS TO HAVE BARKAT THE BLESSING OF !LLAH	 IN THEIR HOMES 0ERHAPS FOR THIS 
REASON THE )SLAMIC MEDIA WERE EQUALLY POPULAR AMONG YOUNG AND OLD 
WOMEN 4HOSE WHO REPORTED WATCHING )SLAMIC MEDIA THE MOST HAD NOTH 
ING IN COMMON EXCEPT PERHAPS DEGREE OF RELIGIOSITY .ARGIS FOR EXAMPLE 
FULFILS HER RELIGIOUS OBLIGATIONS SUCH AS PRAYER FASTING AND CHARITABLE GIVING 
WEARS THE HIJAAB AND IS TRAINING HER CHILDREN TO BECOME DEVOUT -USLIMS 
3HE DESCRIBED 146 AS @A GOOD CHANNEL SIMPLY BECAUSE @IT PROVIDES )SLAMIC 
INFORMATION )T BROADCASTS IN 5RDU AND CONFORMS TO HER OWN RELIGIOSITY ! 
NUMBER OF OTHER WOMEN REPORTED SPECIAL INTEREST IN DISCUSSION PROGRAMMES 
ON ISSUES SUCH AS THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN IN )SLAM THE CONCEPT OF RIBA FINANCIAL 
INTEREST PROFIT	 AND THE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN )SLAM AND #HRISTIANITY
4HE )SLAMIC MEDIA SUPERSEDES THE IDEA OF TRANSNATIONALISM AS -USLIMS 
IN "RITAIN TURN TO )SLAM AS A SOURCE OF IDENTITY IRRESPECTIVE OF NATIONAL ORIGINS 
(ALSTEAD 	 )N THE FACE OF SOCIOPOLITICAL INSECURITY RELIGION ENABLES 
PEOPLE TO MAINTAIN INNER SECURITY REINFORCES SOCIAL TIES AND STRENGTHENS GROUP 
STRUCTURES .EWS CULTURES AND )SLAMIC CHANNELS WORK HANDINHAND TO 
PROVIDE SECURITY
 DISCOURSES OF 0AKISTANI WOMEN
&ACTORS INCLUDING RELIGION KINSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL FEELINGS OF ANGER HATRED 
GUILT OR FEAR WERE INVOLVED IN THE WOMENS REACTION TO THE NEWS OF  
3OME WERE SHOCKED OR CRIED OR THANKED !LLAH THAT THEY AND THEIR FAMILIES 
WERE NOT AT THE PLACES WHERE IT HAPPENED SOME WISHED IT WAS A LIE SOME 
FELT SYMPATHY FOR THOSE WHO WERE AFFECTED 4HEY HURRIED TO CALL FAMILY 
MEMBERS OR TO PICK UP CHILDREN FROM SCHOOLS &OR MOST THE NEWS AROUSED 
FEELINGS OF DAR FEAR	 AND GHUSSA ANGER	 4HEY FEARED A BACKLASH 4HEY FELT 
ANXIETY ABOUT THEIR PERSONAL SAFETY FEAR FOR THE FUTURE OF CHILDREN IN THIS 
COUNTRY OR OF PROBLEMS THAT THEIR HUSBANDS MIGHT HAVE TO FACE AT WORK 
AS WELL AS OTHER CHALLENGES TO THE -USLIM COMMUNITY SUCH AS THOSE AFTER 
 7HEN THEY THEN HEARD THAT -USLIMS WERE BEING BLAMED FOR THE BOM 
BINGS THIS PROVOKED ANGER AT BEING BLAMED WITH LITTLE EVIDENCE AND AT 
THE STEREOTYPING OF -USLIMS AS TERRORISTS &EELINGS OF FEAR ANGER AND IN 
SOME CASES DESIRE FOR REVENGE WERE FOLLOWED BY A FEELING OF INSECURITY 
WHICH LED THE WOMEN TOWARDS RELIGION AND FAMILY
-EDIA COVERAGE OF THE ,ONDON BOMBINGS @A CONSPIRACY
4HE MAIN THEME THAT MOST OF THE PARTICIPANTS IDENTIFIED WAS THAT THE COV 
ERAGE OF  REFLECTED A CONSPIRACY AGAINST -USLIMS BY THE WESTERN MEDIA 
A CONSCIOUS EFFORT TO EQUATE @-USLIMS WITH @TERRORISTS AND TO PRESENT )SLAM 
AS A RELIGION OF VIOLENCE 4HE PARTICIPANTS BELIEVED THAT THE BOMBERS WERE 
IDENTIFIED AS -USLIMS AND 0AKISTANIS EVEN BEFORE THEIR RELIGIOUS AND NA
TIONAL IDENTITY WAS KNOWN
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(USNA 	 A MARRIAGE MIGRANT LIVING IN THE 5+ FOR THE LAST FIVE YEARS 
FOUND THE COVERAGE HIGHLY PREDICTABLE ! GRADUATE FROM 0AKISTAN SHE USES 
A VARIETY OF NEWS SOURCES TO FOLLOW NEWS AROUND THE WORLD AND STATED THAT 
HER PARTICIPATION IN NEWS CULTURES POST  LED HER TO GUESS IMMEDIATELY 
THAT -USLIMS WOULD BE BLAMED FOR  4HIS FRIGHTENED HER ON BOTH THE PER 
SONAL LEVEL AND AT THE LEVEL OF THE LARGER -USLIM COMMUNITY (USNA IS 
A HOUSEWIFE WITH TWO DAUGHTERS /N THE DAY OF THE BOMBINGS SHE HAD 
DROPPED HER DAUGHTER AT SCHOOL AND CAME HOME TO FIND ""# BROADCASTING 
THE BREAKING NEWS 3HE CHECKED )46 .EWS #HANNEL  %URO.EWS AND 3KY 
NOTING THE SAME NEWS AND IMAGES ON ALL CHANNELS )N HER VIEW THIS HAD THE 
FUNCTION OF @CREATING PANIC
)TS A BIG CONSPIRACY AGAINST )SLAM AND 0AKISTAN 4HEY WANT TO DEVELOP A HATRED 
FOR )SLAM AMONG THE PUBLIC AND THEREFORE THEY KILL  THEIR OWN PEOPLE AFTER 
EVERY FEW DAYS SO THE PUBLIC THINKS THAT -USLIMS ARE DOING SUCH TERROR )T IS 
ALSO LINKED TO )RAQ x 4HEY WANT TO DIVERT THE ATTENTION OF -USLIMS 4HEY 
WANT TO SHOW THAT IT IS NOT ONLY )RAQIS WHO ARE SUFFERING THEIR PEOPLE ARE ALSO 
DYING AND THAT THEY ARE DYING BECAUSE OF -USLIMS
"ASED ON HER REFLECTIONS UPON PAST  TERRORIST  INCIDENTS (USNA LINKED 
GLOBAL POLITICS THE OCCURRENCE OF TERRORIST EVENTS AND THE MEDIAS ROLE IN 
SHAPING PUBLIC OPINION 3HE WAS CONVINCED THAT SUCH EVENTS ARE PREPLANNED 
AND STRATEGIC AND THAT THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR DIFFERENT FAITH GROUPS ARE PRE 
CALCULATED BY THE PLANNERS 3IMILAR RESPONSES CAME FROM WOMEN OF ALL 
AGES EDUCATIONAL LEVELS AND OCCUPATIONS 3ONIA 	 AN UNMARRIED UNIVER
SITY STUDENT REFERRED TO THE @DIFFERENCES BETWEEN -USLIMS WAY OF LIFE AND 
NON-USLIMS WAY OF LIFE SUCH AS THE SEPARABILITY OF RELIGION AND SOCIAL 
LIFE FOR NON-USLIMS	 GROWING INTO HATRED AND CONSPIRACIES .AIMA 	 
A HOUSEWIFE AND A VERY DEVOUT -USLIM BELIEVED THAT THE RAPID SPREAD OF 
)SLAM AND HIGH RATE OF CONVERSIONS THREATENED THE 7EST SO EFFORTS WERE 
MADE TO GIVE -USLIMS A BAD REPUTATION 2EHANA 	 A PARTTIME WORKER 
BORN AND EDUCATED IN THE 5+ FELT THAT -USLIMS RELUCTANCE TO INTEGRATE 
FULLY IN WESTERN COUNTRIES FOR EXAMPLE BY DRINKING ALCOHOL	 GAVE RISE TO 
SUCH CONSPIRACIES
3AIMA 	 IS A HOUSEWIFE WITH LITTLE EDUCATION WHOSE HUSBAND AND 
SONS ARE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN ORGANIZING )SLAMIC ACTIVITIES IN THE CITY WHILE 
HER BROTHERS ARE INVOLVED IN POLITICS IN 0AKISTAN 3HE BECAME VERY ANGRY 
WHEN DISCUSSION TURNED TO THE NEWS OF  ON "RITISH 46
) AM QUITE EMOTIONAL WHEN IT COMES TO -USLIMS )N CASE OF  THEY SHOWED 
!MERICANS SCREAMING TO SUCH A HIGH EXTENT ) ARGUE WHY DONT  THEY SHOW 
-USLIMS CRYING IN 0ALESTINE 7HY NOT )S IT BECAUSE THEY ARE BIG COUNTRIES 
CLAIMING EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 7HY DONT THEY BRING CRYING -USLIMS ON THE 
46 )N THE NEWSPAPERS )N REALITY SO MUCH HAPPENS AGAINST THEM
3AIMA DOES NOT SEEM TO DISPUTE THE NEWS STORY ITSELF BUT INSTEAD QUES
TIONS THE JUSTICE OF MEDIA TRENDS 3AIMAS PARTICIPATION IN THE DISCUSSION 
AT THIS POINT MORE ANIMATED THAN THAT OF THE BETTEREDUCATED PARTICIPANTS	 
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WAS LINKED WITH THE POLITICAL CULTURE OF HER FAMILY 3IMILAR VIEWS EXPRESSED 
BY OTHER PARTICIPANTS REFLECTED THE EMOTIONAL INVOLVEMENT OF WOMEN IN THE 
DISCOURSE OF MEDIA AND )SLAM THE CONNECTED RELIGIOUS DEBATES AND THE DIS 
CUSSIONS THAT TAKE PLACE WITHIN THEIR FAMILIES
3ECURITY POLICIES 53 &RANCE AND @OUR "RITAIN
4HE PARTICIPANTS WERE KEEN TO DRAW COMPARISONS BETWEEN  AND  
WHICH WAS PREDICTED TO HAVE SIMILAR ALTHOUGH LESS SEVERE IMPLICATIONS FOR 
-USLIMS 4HE WESTERN MEDIA WERE SEEN AS UNFAVOURABLE TO -USLIMS BUT 
THE "RITISH MEDIA WERE BETTER THAN THE !MERICAN IN PROVIDING PUBLIC IN 
FORMATION THROUGH DOCUMENTARIES TALK SHOWS AND NEWS COVERAGE 4ONY 
"LAIRS POLICY WAS REGARDED AS BETTER THAN 'EORGE "USHS )NITIATIVES TAKEN 
TO CONTROL THE BACKLASH EG POLICE PATROLS OUTSIDE MOSQUES ANNOUNCE
MENTS THAT THE -USLIM COMMUNITY IN THE 5+ WAS NOT TO BE BLAMED FOR 
THE TERROR	 WERE MUCH APPRECIATED !NTIRACIST INITIATIVES BY SOME %NGLISH 
EMPLOYERS WERE ALSO REPORTED AND ADMIRED 7HEN -ARIUM COMMENTED 
@-EDIA CAN CREATE HATRED BETWEEN THE NATIONS (USNA ELABORATED
 IS THE BIGGEST EXAMPLE 3O MUCH HATRED HAS BEEN CREATED FOR -USLIMS 
) WAS THERE AT THAT TIME WHEN THEY ATTACKED !FGHANISTAN 4HEY WOULD SHOW THE 
NEWS OF !FGHANISTAN AND SAY @4AKE A BREAK AND YOU KNOW WHAT THEY SHOWED 
IN THE BREAK 4HE CRYING PEOPLE THE FAMILIES OF THOSE WHO DIED IN  4HEY 
WANTED TO CONVEY THAT ALTHOUGH THERE WAS WAR IN !FGHANISTAN BUT DO NOT FORGET 
WHAT -USLIMS HAVE DONE TO !MERICANS !ND PEOPLE  IN !MERICA ARE CRAZY 
THEY BELIEVE IN ANYTHING THEY ARE TOLD IT WAS ALL BECAUSE OF THE ORDER OF THE 
53 PRESIDENT
4HE 53S STRATEGIC POLICIES WERE SEEN TO PROMOTE HATRED OF -USLIMS IN 
CONTRAST TO THE 5+ WHERE SOME EFFORTS WERE MADE TO PROMOTE PEACE #OM
PARISONS WERE ALSO MADE BETWEEN THE 5+ AND OTHER %UROPEAN COUNTRIES 
PARTICULARLY &RANCE WHERE -USLIM WOMEN FACED RESTRICTIONS ON WEARING THE 
HIJAAB !T THIS POINT THE PARTICIPANTS EXPRESSED A STRONG SENSE OF BELONGING 
TO "RITAIN AND VALUING THEIR "RITISH CITIZENSHIP 4HEY REFLECTED THAT -USLIM 
WOMEN IN 0AKISTAN ENJOY RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BUT FACE PROBLEMS THAT RESTRICT 
THEIR DEVELOPMENT LACK OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES CULTURAL RESTRICTIONS 
ON JOBS DOWRY TRADITIONS CRITICISM FOR LATE OR NONMARRIAGE AND LACK OF 
PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR WOMEN IN NEED 4HEY ENJOYED FREEDOM FROM ALL THESE 
PROBLEMS IN THE 5+ 0AKISTAN MIGHT BE ON THE ROAD TO DEVELOPMENT AND 
OFFERING MANY MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO WOMEN BUT BEING "RITISH ENABLED 
THEM TO LIVE A MORE @SOPHISTICATED LIFE )T WAS A MATTER OF PRIDE AND GREAT 
GOOD FORTUNE SOMETHING FOR WHICH THEY WERE BLESSED BY !LLAH
!LLAH IS THE MOST POWERFUL THE MOST TRUSTWORTHY
)T WAS STRIKING THAT THE WOMEN TENDED TO RELATE THINGS TO !LLAH PRAY TO 
(IM FOR SAFETY LEAVE THE INCOMPREHENSIBLE TO (IM AND TRUST THAT ONLY 
(E KNOWS THE TRUTH 4ERRORIST EVENTS WERE EXPLAINED IN THE LIGHT OF GLOBAL 
POLITICS BUT THE CONSEQUENCES WERE TO BE SORTED OUT BY !LLAH 4HE WOMEN 
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REPORTED THAT ON HEARING OF THE  BLASTS THEY HAD PRAYED TO !LLAH FOR 
HIFAZAT THE SAFETY AND PROTECTION OF FAMILY MEMBERS THE -USLIM COMMU
NITY AND THOSE AFFECTED .ARGIS SAID
) KEEP PRAYING TO !LLAH AS ) WORRY WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF  ;THE= MEDIA KEEPS 
SAYING SUCH THINGS ABOUT -USLIMS
(USNA UNABLE TO UNDERSTAND THE @INSANITY OF @MEDIA CONTROLLERS STATED 
@'OD KNOWS BETTER WHY THEY ARE DOING SO -ADIHA 	 A HOUSEWIFE LIV
ING IN THE 5+ FOR  YEARS SAID @4O BE HONEST ) DONT TRUST ANY SOURCE OF 
INFORMATION x ) ONLY TRUST 'OD .AZ 	 A NEWLYMARRIED WOMAN UN
WILLING TO ACCEPT ANY BARRIERS TO HER MOBILITY RELIES ON +ORANIC VERSES FOR 
THE COURAGE TO GO OUT 
9OU DO FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE WHEN A TERROR LIKE THIS HAPPENS x BUT WE HAVE 
TO GO OUT ANYWAY WE CANNOT STOP )N SUCH A SITUATION ) RECITE AYATULKURSI 
AND GO
/THERS ALSO MENTIONED AYATULKURSI 4HE 4HRONE 6ERSE	 A VERSE FROM 
THE +ORAN RECITED BY -USLIMS FOR SAFETY IN TIMES OF DANGER 3URAH 4HE 
#OW VERSE 	 4HEIR FAITH PERFORMED A PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTION AS THEY 
TURNED TOWARDS @THE 0OWERFUL IN A STATE OF POWERLESSNESS 0RAYING WITH 
A BELIEF THAT  @(E IS THERE FOR THEIR HIFAZAT GIVES THEM STRENGTH TO COPE 
WITH WHAT THEY FIND UNCONTROLLABLE AND INCOMPREHENSIBLE !S $UPUIS 
AND 4HORNS 	 ARGUE HOME IS A LOCALE WHERE PEOPLE CAN ATTAIN A SENSE 
OF ONTOLOGICAL SECURITY  IN A WORLD WHICH IS EXPERIENCED AS  THREATENING 
AND UNCONTROLLABLE (ERE RELIGION PROVIDES ONTOLOGICAL SECURITY A SENSE 
OF CONTROL AND A CONTEXT FOR DAYTODAY ROUTINES
4HE PHENOMENON OF @SUICIDE BOMBING WAS ALSO INTERPRETED IN THE LIGHT 
OF RELIGION 4HE IDEA THAT THE TERRORISTS WERE @TRUE BELIEVERS WAS REJECTED 
VIGOROUSLY @4HE MEANING OF )SLAM IS PEACE A TRUE -USLIM CANT DO THAT 
SAID !LIYA 	 A YOUNG EDUCATED HOUSEWIFE NEWLY ARRIVED FROM 0AKISTAN 
@7E SHOULD THINK IN TERMS OF WHAT +ORAN SAYS WE ARE NOT MEANT TO TAKE 
LIVES UNJUSTLY COMMENTED (ADIYA 	 AN UNMARRIED "RITISHBORN STU
DENT 3HE HAD GOT INTO AN ARGUMENT WITH A RELATIVE IN "IRMINGHAM WHO 
JUSTIFIED THE BOMBINGS AS A RESPONSE TO TERROR IN -USLIM COUNTRIES 4HE 
RIGHT RESPONSE FOR HER SHOULD BE JIHAD AGAINST ANTI)SLAMIC FORCES RATHER 
THAN THE KILLING OF INNOCENT CITIZENS -USLIMS JUSTIFYING THE TERROR WERE 
CONSIDERED @EXTREMISTS !LL SAW THE BOMBING AS @)SLAMICALLY INCORRECT AND 
CRITICIZED THE TERRORISTS FOR MISINTERPRETING )SLAM AND DAMAGING THE REPU
TATION OF THE ENTIRE -USLIM COMMUNITY 4HE WOMEN WERE FIRM THAT SUCH 
TERRORISTS CANNOT BE REGARDED AS SHAHEED MARTYRS	 OR MUJAHID RIGHTEOUS 
FIGHTERS	 AS SOME EXTREMISTS SUGGEST (OWEVER THERE WAS SYMPATHY FOR THE 
EMOTIONAL STATE OF THE BOMBERS 4HEY WERE ASSUMED TO HAVE BEEN @FORCED 
INTO SUCH ATTACKS @OUT OF DESPERATION AND HELPLESSNESS ,ATER IN THE INTER
VIEWS  THE WOMEN EMPHASIZED  THE NEED TO EXPLORE AND BROADCAST  THE 
FACTORS THAT LEAD TO SUCH ATTEMPTS
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"ECAUSE @THEY SAY SO
4HE WOMENS TENDENCY TO OBTAIN AND TRUST NEWS FROM FAMILY MEMBERS 
WAS MENTIONED EARLIER .EWS PROVIDED BY RELATIVES WAS CONSIDERED TO BE 
HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY 3OME OF THE PARTICIPANTS BECAME AWARE OF THE  AT 
TACKS ONLY THROUGH TELEPHONE CALLS WITH RELATIVES $ETAILS OF THE INCIDENT 
POLICE ACTIONS TRANSPORT DISTURBANCES THE DEATH TOLL AND SO ON HAD BEEN 
LEARNED ENTIRELY THROUGH WORD OF MOUTH UNTIL THE WHOLE FAMILY GATHERED 
TO WATCH 46 NEWS LATE IN THE EVENING )N THE FOLLOWING WEEKS LONG DISCUS
SIONS HAD TAKEN PLACE BETWEEN FAMILY MEMBERS ON THE EVENTS CAUSES AND 
THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE -USLIM COMMUNITY 4HE IDEAS DISCUSSED DURING THE 
INTERVIEWS HERE WERE BASED ON THOSE DISCUSSIONS
-ENS REPORTS AND IDEAS WERE REGARDED AS THE MOST RELIABLE ON ACCOUNT 
OF THEIR PERCEIVED POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE AND SENSITIVITY 4HE VIEWS OF HUS
BANDS BROTHERS AND SONS WERE CONSIDERED TO BE BASED ON DEEP INTELLECTUAL 
ANALYSIS OR FIRSTHAND OBSERVATION )T WAS MADE CLEAR THAT THE PURPOSE OF 
THE INTERVIEWS IN THIS STUDY WAS TO EXPLORE WOMENS PERCEPTIONS BUT THE 
MOTHERS WERE FIRM THAT THE INTERVIEWS SHOULD HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED WITH 
THEIR SONS ONLY THEN WOULD IT HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN AN ACCURATE 
PICTURE OF WHAT THE MEDIA WAS DOING TO -USLIMS 
(ANIFA 	 HAS BEEN LIVING IN THE 5+ FOR THE LAST  YEARS 3HE DECIDED 
TO EMIGRATE WHEN HER HUSBAND DIED AND HER SON n WORKING IN THE 5+ FOR 
 YEARS AS A GENERAL PRACTITIONER n INVITED HER 3HE SPENDS MOST OF HER 
TIME PRAYING AND RECITING THE +ORAN AND PANSURAH VERSES 3HE DOES NOT 
WATCH 46 FOR ENTERTAINMENT BUT WATCHES THE NEWS ON ""# AND 3KY EVERY 
MORNING 7HEN IN 0AKISTAN SHE WATCHES THE 046 PM NEWS EVERY DAY 
(OWEVER HER MOST IMPORTANT SOURCE OF INFORMATION IS HER SON WHO KEEPS 
HIMSELF UPTODATE ABOUT NEWS AROUND THE WORLD 7HEN  HAPPENED 
HE CALLED HER FROM WORK AND TOLD HER WHAT WAS GOING ON IN THE 53 3IMI
LARLY WHEN  HAPPENED HE READ DIFFERENT NEWSPAPERS CHECKED WEB
SITES AND COMMENTED THAT -USLIMS WERE BEING BLAMED WITHOUT ENOUGH 
EVIDENCE (ER SONS KNOWLEDGE OF CURRENT AFFAIRS HIS INTEREST IN POLITICAL 
ISSUES AND HIS ABILITY TO DRAW CONCLUSIONS WAS A MATTER OF PRIDE FOR HER 
3HE TRUSTED HIS VIEWS ENTIRELY 3HE FELT NO NEED TO READ NEWSPAPERS AS HER 
SON COULD BRIEF HER THOROUGHLY ABOUT ANY EVENT (ER DAUGHTERS WHOM SHE 
CALLED REGULARLY WERE AN ADDITIONAL SOURCE OF NEWS FROM 0AKISTAN 4HROUGH 
THEM SHE CAME TO KNOW THE STORIES OF PEOPLE WHO DIED IN EARTHQUAKES 
AND THE ORDEALS THAT THEIR FAMILIES HAD GONE THROUGH
-ANY OTHER WOMENS VIEWS WERE SHAPED BY MALE FAMILY MEMBERS 
0HRASES SUCH AS @MERAY BHAI NAY BATAYA @MY BROTHER TOLD	 OR @MERAY HUS 
BAND NAY KAHA  @MY HUSBAND SAID	 WERE USED FREQUENTLY )N ADDITION 
TRANSLATIONS PROVIDED BY CHILDREN WERE A SIGNIFICANT SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE 
(OWEVER THE MORE EDUCATED PARTICIPANTS AND UNMARRIED STUDENTS BASED 
INTERPRETATIONS ON THEIR OWN READING OR MEDIA USE SUCH AS 3ONIA 	 WHO 
CAME TO THE 5+ FOUR YEARS AGO TO PURSUE A 0H$ 3HE HAS ALWAYS RELIED ON 
NEWSPAPERS WEBSITES AND JOURNALS FOR INFORMATION -OREOVER WOMENS 
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RELIANCE ON MALE FAMILY MEMBERS CANNOT BE EQUATED WITH SUBJUGATION OR 
SUBORDINATION &ACED WITH THE PROBLEM OF THE UNKNOWN OR THE UNEXPLAINED 
THE WOMEN TURN TO MEN BECAUSE THEY ARE PERCEIVED TO BE MORE EXPOSED TO 
THE WORLD OUTSIDE THE HOME INCLUDING THE SOCIOPOLITICAL CLIMATE AND HENCE TO 
HAVE GREATER KNOWLEDGE OF IT 4HIS IS ANOTHER WAY OF ATTAINING SECURITY 
0AKISTANI WOMEN TURN TO THEIR FAMILIES WHEN THE WORLD OUTSIDE HOME IS 
THREATENING OR INSECURE .EWS SERVES AS A COMMUNICATION RESOURCE BETWEEN 
MEN AND WOMEN WHERE THE MENS ROLE IS TO PROVIDE KNOWLEDGE AND SUP
PORT RATHER THAN OPPRESSION
4HREATS AND INSECURITIES IMPLICATIONS OF TERRORISM AND  
ANTITERRORISM POLICIES
-EDIA COVERAGE OF THE  BOMBINGS SEEMS TO HAVE INCREASED THE THREATS AND 
INSECURITIES THAT -USLIM WOMEN EXPERIENCED AFTER  3OME OF THEIR 
STORIES DEMONSTRATED ANXIETIES AND THREATS INCLUDING ACTS OF RACISM WHICH 
THEY AND THEIR RELATIVES AND FRIENDS	 FACED IN EVERYDAY LIFE 4HE ,ONDON
BASED PARTICIPANTS WERE MORE DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THE CONSEQUENCES BUT 
INSECURITY WAS EXPERIENCED BY ALL 4HE FOLLOWING STANDS FOR MANY SIMILAR 
STORIES HEARD DURING THE STUDY
) WAS GOING TO COLLECT CHILDREN FROM THE SCHOOL ) WAS COVERING MY HEAD ) SAW 
FIVE OR SIX BOYS STANDING AT THE STREET CORNER 7HEN THEY SAW ME THEY SAID 
@3TUPID -USLIMS 3TUPID ) WAS VERY SCARED ) THOUGHT THEY WILL COME AND HIT 
ME WITH A STONE OR SOMETHING THEY WERE SO MANY BOYS AND ) WAS ALL ALONE 
3O ) CHANGED MY PATH ) WALKED THROUGH A DIFFERENT STREET x )T WAS THE FIRST 
TIME THAT SUCH A THING HAPPENED WITH ME IN ALL THESE YEARS 3HAMIMA	
3HAMIMA 	 WAS A PARTTIME CHILDMINDER WORKING FOR A -USLIM FAMILY 
IN ,ONDON )N HER VIEW HER EXPERIENCE REFLECTED THOSE OF MANY WORKING 
WOMEN IN ,ONDON 4HE COVERING OF THE HEAD HAD CLEARLY IDENTIFIED HER 
AS A -USLIM 3HE DREW A DIRECT LINK BETWEEN HER -USLIM IDENTITY AND THE 
OCCURRENCE OF THIS INCIDENT 3IMILAR THREATS TO SECURITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
HIJAAB HAD EVEN LED SOME WOMEN TO THINK ABOUT ABANDONING THE HIJAAB OR 
AT LEAST THE TRADITIONAL 0AKISTANI DRESS THE SHALWAR KAMEEZ .ONE OF THE 
PARTICIPANTS ACTUALLY REPORTED HAVING DONE SO BUT SOME SAID THAT THEY 
WOULD ABANDON  THE  SHALWAR KAMEEZ  IF  CIRCUMSTANCES GOT WORSE  THE 
HIJAAB HOWEVER WAS NOT TO BE COMPROMISED IN ANY EVENT 4O DEAL WITH THE 
THREATS FACED DUE TO THEIR DRESS CODE THE WOMEN USED VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES 
TO ENSURE SECURITY THEY CHANGED ROUTES OR SOMETIMES AVOIDING GOING OUT 
ENTIRELY 7ITH THE PASSAGE OF TIME FAMILY MEMBERS HAD RESUMED THEIR 
NORMAL ROUTINES BUT THE FEAR PERSISTED MANY EXCHANGED FREQUENT TEXT MES 
SAGES AND PHONE CALLS TO ENSURE EACH OTHERS SAFETY
/THER FORMS OF THREAT TO PERSONAL SECURITY INCLUDED A @CHANGE IN THE 
LOOKS OF PEOPLE NAMECALLING SPITTING AND HITTING 3OME WOMEN HAD HAD 
TO UNDERGO SPECIAL CHECKS AT AIRPORTS OR IN SHOPPING MALLS TO ENSURE THAT 
THEY WERE NOT CARRYING BOMBS (ANIFA WHO CLAIMS TO HAVE A VERY GOOD RE
LATIONSHIP WITH HER NON-USLIM NEIGHBOURS SENSED AN ABSENCE OF SMILES 
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ON THEIR FACES 3HE FELT THAT WOMEN WHO WOULD ONCE STOP TO ADMIRE THE COLOUR 
AND DESIGN OF HER SHALWAR KAMEEZ WOULD NOW AVOID EYE CONTACT THE CLOTHING 
NOW ONLY SIGNALLED THAT SHE WAS A -USLIM 3AIRA 	 A YOUNG HOUSE 
WIFE WITH TWO SMALL SONS FELT THAT THE BAGS OF GROCERIES LYING AT THE BOTTOM 
OF HER SONS PUSHCHAIR WERE LOOKED UPON WITH SUSPICION BY THE PEOPLE AT 
BUS STOPS
7OMEN REPORTED THAT RELATIVES OR FRIENDS HAD FACED EVEN MORE SERIOUS 
THREATS 4HESE STORIES WERE ALL BELIEVED TO BE TRUE AND WERE NARRATED WITH 
CONVICTION 2OMANA 	 TOLD OF A PREGNANT -USLIM WOMAN WEARING A JILBAAB 
LOOSE FULLBODY GOWN	 WHO WAS BEATEN BY BOYS ON A BUS .AZIMA 	 SAID 
THAT ON THE DAY OF THE BOMBINGS SOMEONE SHOUTED AT HER AUNT @(EY 0AKI 
THANKS FOR THIS MORNING GO BACK 7OMENS HUSBANDS HAD BEEN CALLED 
@0AKIS AND SUFFERED OTHER COMMENTS OF A RACIAL NATURE AT THEIR WORKPLACES 
4HE MEN HAD FOUND THAT THEIR 0AKISTANI ORIGIN WAS A BARRIER TO FINDING JOBS 
2ELATIVES WERE REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN DEPORTED FROM AIRPORTS ON ACCOUNT OF 
THEIR 0AKISTANI NATIONALITY -ADIHA SHARED THE CASE OF RELATIVES WHOSE BOYS 
WERE ARRESTED IN ,ONDON ON SUSPICION OF INVOLVEMENT AND RELEASED AFTER 
TWO WEEKS
4HE WOMENS RESPONSES TO SUCH INCIDENTS AND REPORTS OF INCIDENTS VARIED 
FROM IGNORING THEM TO PLANNING TO GO BACK TO 0AKISTAN -ANY FAMILIES 
HAD BEEN PROMPTED TO DISCUSS THIS OPTION AND MOST REGARDED THE MEDIA AS 
THE KEY DECISIVE FACTOR .ARGIS 	 AND +OKAB 	 HAD BEEN LIVING IN THE 
5+ FOR MORE THAN  YEARS
.ARGIS )F ;THE= MEDIA KEEPS SAYING SUCH THINGS ABOUT -USLIMS WELL HAVE 
TO LEAVE THIS COUNTRY
.ARGIS -Y HUSBAND AND ) THINK WE SHOULD HAVE A HOME IN 0AKISTAN SO IF 
ANYTHING GOES WRONG HERE WE CAN GO BACK 7E DONT REALLY WANT TO GO BACK 
BUT WHEN WE WONT HAVE ANY OPTION WE WILL HAVE TO GO
+OKAB 7E MAY FIND IT EASIER TO SETTLE THERE BUT IT WILL BE EXTREMELY DIFFICULT 
FOR OUR CHILDREN AS THEY HAVE BEEN BORN AND BROUGHT UP HERE 4HEY ARE NOT 
READY TO GO 4HEY SAY @7E ARE NOT 0AKISTANIS WE ARE "RITISH
3UCH VIEWS RAISE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS OF IDENTITY AND BELONGING AS THE 
CONSEQUENCES OF  THREATEN TO BREAK THEIR LONGBUILT BONDS WITH "RITAIN 
WITH STILL MORE SEVERE IMPLICATIONS FOR THEIR CHILDREN .ARGIS FIRMLY BELIEVED 
THAT THE BACKLASH AGAINST -USLIMS COULD HAVE BEEN AVOIDED IF THE MEDIA 
HAD NOT PORTRAYED THE TERRORISTS AS -USLIMS !S +OKAB SAID HER CHILDRENS 
READJUSTMENT  IN 0AKISTAN WOULD BE EXTREMELY PROBLEMATIC 4HE  FIRST 
GENERATION OF -USLIM MIGRANTS DID ASPIRE TO RETURN HOME AFTER EARNING SUF 
FICIENT MONEY !NWAR 	 BUT NOT THE YOUNGER GENERATIONS WHO ASSERT 
THEIR IDENTITY AS "RITISH )NDEED AS WE HAVE SEEN EVEN THE WOMEN NOT 
BORN IN THE 5+ IDENTIFIED THEMSELVES AS "RITISH AND CONSIDERED "RITAIN TO 
BE THEIR HOME )NCIDENTS THAT POINT TO THEM AS OUTSIDERS WERE DESCRIBED 
AS @PAINFUL AND SAD
&OR THE PARTICIPANTS THE MEDIA CREATED INSECURITIES MAKING THEM QUES 
TION THEIR IDENTITIES AND REALIZE THAT THE "RITISH PART OF THEIR IDENTITY MAY 
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NOT BE VERY ENDURING 7HEN THE PRIME MINISTER 4ONY "LAIR  SPOKE OF 
-USLIMS IN THE 5+ AS "RITISH CITIZENS THIS CONFIRMATION OF THEIR IDENTITY 
AND CITIZENSHIP CAME AS A GREAT RELIEF 3O TOO DID 0RESIDENT -USHARRAFS 
SPEECH STRESSING THAT THE TERRORISTS WERE NOT 0AKISTANIS 4HIS MIGHT SUG
GEST THAT BEING 0AKISTANI IS AS IMPORTANT TO THEM AS BEING "RITISH OR THAT 
IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION SUCH AS THIS THEY WERE REVERTING TO THE IDENTITIES 
THAT HELPED +EY ARGUMENTS ON @IDENTITY ARE RELEVANT HERE )DENTITY IS A 
FLUID CONCEPT PEOPLE HAVE MULTIPLE IDENTITIES WHICH ARE FLEXIBLE ADAPTABLE 
AND CAPABLE OF TAKING DIFFERENT FORMS ACCORDING TO THE DEMANDS OF THEIR 
LIVES "ARTH 	 AND SOCIAL EXPERIENCES %RIKSEN  -AUSS 	 ! 
TYPICAL REACTION TO INSECURITIES IS WITHDRAWAL FROM A PARTICULAR IDENTITY 
%RIKSEN 	 4HE PARTICIPANTS ADHERED TO THEIR "RITISH IDENTITY WHEN 
0AKISTANIS WERE BEING CRITICIZED AS TERRORISTS AS THIS HAD VERY DIRECT IM
PLICATIONS FOR THEIR SECURITY 9ET SINCE BEING 0AKISTANI REMAINS A VALUED 
PART OF THEIR IDENTITY A DECLARATION THAT THE TERRORISTS WERE NOT 0AKISTANIS 
RELIEVED THEM
#ONCLUSION
4HE MEDIA ENABLE IMAGININGS NOT ONLY OF THE NATION !NDERSON  
'INSBURG ET AL  -ANKEKAR 	 BUT ALSO OF SPACES BEYOND NATIONAL 
BORDERS -USLIMS IN "RITAIN FEEL SOME ANXIETY ABOUT CULTURAL LOSS !NWAR 
 -ODOOD 	 !S %RIKSEN 	 SUGGESTS MIGRANTS REMAIN FAITHFUL 
TO TRADITION BECAUSE ITS FAMILIAR FEEL AND SMELL GIVES THEM A SENSE OF SECUR
ITY AND A CLEAR SAFE IDENTITY THUS WOMEN PREFER APNA AND )SLAMIC MEDIA 
AND WANT THEIR CHILDREN TO ENGAGE WITH 5RDU CHANNELS (OWEVER THEIR 
ENGAGEMENT WITH WESTERN MEDIA IS AN ATTEMPT TO INTEGRATE WITH "RITISH 
SOCIETY AND TO REINFORCE A NEW SENSE OF BELONGING WHICH THEY HAVE DEVEL 
OPED OVER TIME #ONVERSELY )SLAMIC MEDIA STRENGTHEN -USLIM IDENTITY 
(ENCE THE THREE TYPES OF MEDIA PERFORM DISTINCT FUNCTIONS IN THE CON
STRUCTION OF THEIR MULTIPLE IDENTITIES AS WOMEN WHO ARE AS 7ERBNER 	 
ARGUES SIMULTANEOUSLY -USLIMS 0AKISTANIS AND WESTERNIZED 4HEY MAN
AGE THESE IDENTITIES BY CREATING DIFFERENT SYMBOLIC DOMAINS OF ACTIVITY AND 
KEEPING THESE DOMAINS SEPARATE
! TYPICAL REACTION TO THE @COLD BREATH OF CHRONIC INSECURITY IS WITHDRAWAL 
%RIKSEN  	 4HE FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY QUESTION THIS VIEW )NSTEAD 
OF WITHDRAWING 0AKISTANI WOMEN ARE ASSERTING THEIR "RITISH IDENTITY AND 
QUESTIONING WHAT THEY DESCRIBE AS @INJUSTICES 4HEY ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE 
IN THE DISCOURSES OF MEDIA AND POLITICS TURNING TOWARDS THEIR RELIGION AND 
FAMILIES FOR FRAMEWORKS THROUGH WHICH THEY CAN INTERPRET THE NEWS AND 
FIND WAYS OF ATTAINING SECURITY
4HE WOMENS WILLINGNESS TO EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS DID NOT DEPEND ON AGE 
GENERATION EDUCATION LANGUAGE OR ETHNICITY (OWEVER THE WOMEN COMING 
FROM FAMILIES WHERE MALE MEMBERS HAVE BEEN  INVOLVED  IN POLITICS  IN 
0AKISTAN OR "RITAIN OR THOSE WITH HIGHLYEDUCATED CHILDREN PARTICIPATED 
MOST ACTIVELY )T IS GENERALLY ASSUMED THAT EDUCATION IS A DECISIVE FACTOR IN 
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DETERMINING MEDIA AND POLITICAL LITERACY BUT THE CONCLUSION OF THIS STUDY IS 
THAT SOMETHING MORE THAN EDUCATION ENABLES WOMEN TO QUESTION AND AN
ALYSE HOW MEDIA AND POLITICS WORK ,ESSEDUCATED WOMEN GAIN WISDOM FROM 
THE POLITICAL CULTURES OF THEIR FAMILIES OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF FAMILY MEM
BERS AND STRONG COMMITMENTS TO )SLAM ANDOR TO 0AKISTAN	 ARE ALSO FACTORS 
WHICH MOTIVATE WOMEN TO QUESTION WHAT HAPPENS AROUND THEM
4HE SOCIAL STANDING OF -USLIM WOMEN IS STUDIED IN MANY PARTS OF THE 
WORLD 4HESE PARTICULAR -USLIM WOMEN DO NOT SEEM TO BE OPPRESSED BY 
PATRIARCHAL SYSTEMS "RITISH 0AKISTANI WOMEN APPEAR VERY MUCH CAPABLE 
OF CONSTRUCTING AND ASSERTING THEIR IDENTITIES GAINING SUPPORT AND SECURITY 
FROM RELIGION AND FAMILY .EWS SERVES AS AN IMPORTANT LINK BETWEEN MEN 
AND WOMEN WITHIN THEIR COMMUNITY "EYOND THAT COMMUNITY THE INSECUR
ITIES AND THREATS THAT IT FACES HAVE REMAINED LARGELY UNHEARD AND UNSEEN 
BY THE NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC $ESPITE ATTEMPTS TO RESIST MEDIA 
STEREOTYPING REPRODUCTION OF NEGATIVE DISCOURSES CONTINUES AND THE MEDIA 
REINFORCEMENT OF STEREOTYPES INTENSIFIES A SENSE OF INJUSTICE AND -USLIM 
VICTIMIZATION $ESPITE INCREASING RECOGNITION THAT -USLIM WOMENS VOICES 
SHOULD BE HEARD THEY ALL TOO RARELY ARE
.OTES
 0RESIDENT -USHARRAF SPEAKING ON THE ""#S .EWSNIGHT DURING A VISIT TO 
,ONDON IN 3EPTEMBER  WAS REPORTED IN 5+ NEWSPAPERS AS SAYING 
 
  9OUNGSTERS x HAPPEN TO COME TO 0AKISTAN FOR A MONTH OR TWO MONTHS 
AND YOU PUT THE ENTIRE BLAME ON THESE TWO MONTHS x AND DONT TALK 
ABOUT THE  YEARS OR WHATEVER THEY ARE SUFFERING IN YOUR COUNTRY  
4HE 'UARDIAN 	
 4HE PARTICIPANT WAS REFERRING TO 4ONY "LAIRS SPEECH TO THE ,ABOUR 0ARTY 
#ONFERENCE ON  *ULY  IN WHICH HE SAID
 
  7ITHIN "RITAIN WE MUST JOIN UP WITH OUR -USLIMS ;SIC= COMMUNITY TO 
TAKE ON THE EXTREMISTS x .EXT WEEK ) AND OTHER PARTY LEADERS WILL MEET 
KEY MEMBERS OF THE -USLIM COMMUNITY /UT OF IT ) HOPE WE CAN GET 
AGREED ACTION TO TAKE THIS COMMON FIGHT FORWARD ) WANT ALSO TO WORK 
WITH OTHER NATIONS TO PROMOTE THE TRUE FACE OF )SLAM WORLDWIDE 
"LAIR 	
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